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Exporthink Bages S.L. has been manufacturing and distributing demister systems for bathroom mirrors for more than 30 years. 
Located in the center of Catalonia, to be exact in the village of Navàs, it disposes of facilities of 1500 m2 where its products are 

manufactured and from where they are distributed.

Our company supplies to customers all over Spain, as well as to customers in the UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Lituania, India, 
Austria, Poland, Portugal, Germany, France, Morocco, Brasil and so on. We have been pioneers in Spain, manufacturing demister 

systems for bathroom mirrors.

The Clartherm product is innovative and practical. All our models are submitted to rigorous controls  before they are shipped. 
We comply with all the required certifications necessary to distribute our products all over the world. IMQ TECNOCREA has 

certified our models 2012, 110 and 24v as well as the manufacturing process, so as to offer highest quality to all our customers.

We are specialists to manufacture taylor-made products and we adapt to the requirements of each one of our customers.
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The Clartherm demister system is an electrical multi-layer resistence 
which provides heat to the rear part of the mirror, avoiding the 

accumulation of steam on the mirror.

The demister system is manufactured with several totally insulating 
layers, i.e., nobody can get a cramp by touching the demister systems 

with his hands once it is connected to the electric current.

The number of layers oscillate between 2 and 4 according to the 
various models, and one of the layers is at the same time self-adhesive 

so as to facilitate the installation of the demister to the rear of the 
mirror. 

The demister system disposes of the cables to be connected to the 
electric current; this is the connexion between the demister system 

itself and the power grid. 

Clartherm demister systems can be manufactured in any size and 
shape. The maximum size of a single demister sheet is 1010 x 1360 

mm.

For very large mirrors, two or more demister systems can be installed 
and connected among them on the mirror. 

PRODUCT
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SILICONATED MIRRORS:  
The thickness of the 
demister does not 

impede the installation 
of siliconated mirrors 
directly to the wall.

MIRRORS WITH HANGERS: 
We can adapt all our 

demister systems to any 
type of hangers existing on 
the market. We can even 

manufacture demisters with 
cut-outs exactly at the point 

of the hangers.

MIRRORS WITH WOODEN REAR: 
The low temperature and the little 

thickness of the demister sheet 
allows the usage of our systems to 
any mirror with wooden rear and 

will represent no problem.

Important remark:  it’s absolutely mandatory to dispose of a point of current (220V – 110V – 24V) which has to be commanded 
by a switch to open and to close the electric current. 

Clartherm prohibits explicitly the connection of our demister systems to continous power outlets (plugs)

Our demister systems can be installed on:
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The virtues of our products are essentially to keep the bathroom mirror dry 
and without any accumulation of steam on it; i.e., you will always get a clear 
image without any need of dryers, hands, towels, etc. 

On the other side, the NO accumulation of humidity on the mirror will 
increase the lifetime of it and will avoid at short term its oxidation. 

Finally we help to increase the safety of the mirror, as the self-adhesive 
sheet acts as an adherent, i.e., avoiding the falling down of the sherds in 
case of the breakage of the mirror

ADVANTATGES

Lamination in case of breakage. Oxidation of the mirror.

Without accumulation of steam.
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Once connected to the electric current and through its corresponding on/off switch, 
we put the system to work (on) or we stop its working (off). After several minutes the 

demister system reaches its maximum power, providing the mirror with approximately 
32ºC, absolutely sufficient to avoid accumulation of steam on the mirror. The surface of 
the mirror defogged by our demister is approximately 5 cm more than the size of the 

demister (example: a demister of 100x100 defogs a surface of 110x110).

HOW IT WORKS
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INSTALLATION OF A CLARTHERM DEMISTER SYSTEM ON THE MIRROR

The installation of our product is easy and fast.

Our demister systems can be installed on any bathroom mirror, provided that there is access to the rear of the mirror, 
as the demister has to be adhered there. Furthermore,  two or more demister systems may be combined on one single 

mirror according to its dimension.

It’s convenient to check the power rating (230V/110V/24V) by means of a tester. Once verified and with the light switch 
off, connect first the blue cable to one of the electric current cables and afterwards connect the brown cable to the 

other one. 

Do never connect the ground cable (yellow and green). Once the two cables are connected, the demister system is 
ready for its usage.

In the case of siliconated mirrors it is convenient to check the correct working of the demister before glueing the mirror 
to the wall. 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTALLATION OF TWO OR MORE DEMISTER SYSTEMS 

To install two or more demisters on a single mirror, as a first step we lay the two or more demisters side by 
side and without any separation among them onto the mirror.

Afterwards we separate the protective paper of the layer of the first demister and adhere it to the mirror as 
usually; then the second one in the same way and, if there are, all the others. 

In order to ensure a correct working of the demister systems, we connect the cables of each system by its 
colours, blue with blue and brown with brown, so that finally remain just the two usual leads to be connected 

to the electric grid, blue and brown.
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MODEL 601
The demister system 601 is the first model which has been manufactured by Clartherm since the very 
beginning of its activities. It is a self-certified, multi-layer product, with two insulating layers and one 

adhesive layer, as well as the external connection cables. 
This demister system supports a voltage of 220V – 230V / 50Hz. It acts after 3/5 minutes, reaching a 

temperature of approximately 32ºC, being therefore fast and efficient. Clartherm grants a warranty of five 
(5) years at normal usage. This model is manufactured from the size 300x300 mm up to the largest one, 

1010x1360 mm, manufactured in one single sheet. 
This model may be manufactured in any shape (square, round, triangular...)
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MODEL 2012
The demister system model 2012 is a model manufactured to be offered to any international market, 

complying with all the established regulations and standards. It is also a multi-layer product, characterized 
by four insulating layers and one adhesive layer, as well as just one external connection cable 2x1. 

This demister system supports a voltage of 220V – 230V / 50Hz. It acts after 3/5 minutes, reaching a 
temperature of approximately 32ºC, being therefore fast and efficient. Clartherm grants a warranty of ten 
(10) years at normal usage. This model has been certified by IMQ TECNOCREA under the norm EN-60335-

1:2012 + AC:2014 + A11:2014 + A13:2017 + A1:2019 + A14:2019 + A2:2019. 
This model may be manufactured in any shape (square, round, triangular...)
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MODEL 110
The demister system model 110 is a model manufactured to markets using a electric current of 110V. It is 
also a multi-layer product, characterized by four insulating layers and one adhesive layer, as well as just 

one external connection cable 2x1. 
This demister system supports a voltage of 110V / 60Hz. It acts after 3/5 minutes, reaching a temperature 
of approximately 32ºC, being therefore fast and efficient. Clartherm grants a warranty of ten (10) years 
at normal usage. This model has been certified by IMQ TECNOCREA under the norm IEC 60335-1:2010 + 

COR1:2010 + COR2:2011 + AMD1:2013 + COR1:2014 + AMD2:2016 + COR1:2016. 
The sizes of this model are limited.
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MODEL ECO 24V
This demister system ECO 24V is the last incorporation in our range of diferent models. It is manufactured 

exclusively for the segment of mirrors of the last generation which carry current transformers from 220V to 
24V. We offer 11 sizes of this model. It is, as all our other models, a multi-layer system, characterized by four 

insulating layers and one adhesive layer, as well as just one external connection cable 2x1. 
This demister system supports a voltage of 24V / 50Hz. It acts after 3/5 minutes, reaching a temperature 
of approximately 32ºC, being therefore fast and efficient. Clartherm grants a warranty of five (5) years at 

normal usage. 

This model has been certified by IMQ TECNOCREA under the norm EN-60335-1:2012 + AC:2014 + A11:2014 + 
A13:2017 + A1:2019 + A14:2019 + A2:2019.

This product can only be used with transformers of 24V
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REFERENCES OF SOME OF 
OUR PROJECTS 
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SIZES MODEL 601 / MODEL 2012SIZES MODEL 601 / MODEL 2012 SIZES MODEL SIZES MODEL 
 ECO 24V ECO 24V

SURFACE
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MODEL 110MODEL 110SIZES MODEL SIZES MODEL 
 ECO 24V ECO 24V



CONTACT

EXPORTHINK BAGES S.L.

ADDRESS: 

C/ Font de la Ventaiola, 1-3, nave 3
08670 NAVÀS (Barcelona) ESPAÑA.

TEL. +34 938 204 936

www.clartherm.com

www.clartherm.com/clartherm.antivaho

@clarthermantivaho

Clartherm Antivaho

Clartherm

DIRECTION: isaac@clartherm.com

ADMINISTRATION: info@clartherm.com
 
SALES: clartherm@clartherm.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES: richard@clartherm.com

MARKETING: marketing@clartherm.com

E-MAILS:
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